, in particThree-dimensional domain swapping is the event by which a monomer exchanges part of its structure with ular by the combined use of protein engineering and the biophysical tools that have been applied so successfully identical monomers to form an oligomer where each subunit has a similar structure to the monomer. The to investigate protein folding. As researchers become increasingly interested in understanding and quantifying accumulating number of observations of this phenomenon in crystal structures has prompted speculation protein aggregation, mechanisms of self-association such as domain swapping have become the focus of as to its biological relevance. Domain swapping was originally proposed to be a mechanism for the emerattention and in the future will continue to provide new insights into the process. gence of oligomeric proteins and as a means for functional regulation, but also to be a potentially harmful process leading to misfolding and aggregation. We Domain Swapping: Definition and Terminology highlight experimental studies carried out within the Domain swapping is defined as the process by which last few years that have led to a much greater undertwo or more protein molecules exchange part of their standing of the mechanism of domain swapping and structure to form intertwined oligomers. These oligoof the residue-and structure-specific features that mers are composed of subunits having the same strucfacilitate the process. We discuss the potential biologiture as the original monomer, with the exception of the cal implications of domain swapping in light of these hinge loop that connects the exchanging part with the findings. rest of the structure and which is usually folded back on itself in the monomer and extended in the domainBackground swapped oligomer [1, 2]. The term "domain" is not used Three-dimensional domain swapping is a process by in a strict sense, as proteins have been reported to swap which one protein molecule exchanges a domain with entire tertiary globular domains [2, 6] but also often only an identical partner ( Figures 1A and 1B 
Both SH2 and SH3 domains, probably the most studtrations used for crystallization. Several hypotheses together with coincident lines of evidence nevertheless ied protein-protein interaction domains in signal transduction, have been reported to crystallize as domainsuggest a significance for domain swapping in vivo. The first potential biological role for domain swapping swapped dimers [13, 14] . The dimeric form of bovine seminal RNase was the first RNase found to domain is the functional regulation of proteins. Here several interesting observations have been made. Glyoxalase I swap [15] , but later the bacterial RNase barnase was reported to form domain-swapped trimers [10] , and bofrom Pseudomonas was shown to exist both in an active domain-swapped dimeric state and as a metastable and vine RNase A was recently shown to swap two different structural elements [7, 16, 17] . The first of these is less active monomer. In vitro conversion from dimeric to metastable monomeric glyoxalase I can be triggered formed by swapping an N-terminal ␣ helix and the second by swapping a C-terminal ␤ strand. Other examples upon addition of glutathione [25, 26] . (2) proline to alanine dramatically shifts the monomer-dimer The K d for dimerization has been measured for a handful equilibrium, while mutation to alanine of any other resiof domain-swapped dimers, and Table 1 shows the valdue in the hinge loop has very little effect [5] (see Table  ues for the protein suc1 and a subset of mutants. The 2). Pro90 is unfavorable in the monomer hinge conforma-K d 's for the natural proteins measured to date are in the tion; the mutation Pro90Ala shifts the equilibrium commicromolar and millimolar range, which is far above the pletely toward the monomer. Pro92, on the other hand, nanomolar range that would be expected for a biologiis unfavorable in the dimer; the mutation Pro92Ala shifts cally relevant process. However, the energy required to the equilibrium toward the dimer and has a K d of 100 tip the balance is not large, considering that the entropic M (Table 1) . Thus, the hinge loop in both monomer and cost of fixing two molecules into a dimer is probably on dimer forms of the protein is in a "strained" conformathe order of a few kilocalories [43] . From Equation 2, a tion, more so in the monomer. The strain causes the free energy change of approximately 4 kcal mol Ϫ1 results hinge loop to act like a loaded molecular spring that in a change in the dissociation constant of three orders relieves the tension by adopting an alternative conforof magnitude. Thus, a few mutations in the hinge loop mation without altering the rest of the structure. In the or in the secondary interface, designed to favor the case of suc1, the destabilization of the hinge loop by dimer, could easily bring the K d into the nanomolar the prolines does not appear to arise from unfavorable range. This is illustrated in Table 1 In conclusion, domain swapping ability can be introis sufficient to induce formation of domain-swapped duced into a protein by manipulating loops in one of dimers in these proteins. Here, the entropic cost of assotwo ways. The first is by destabilizing the conformation of a loop in the monomer, either by shortening it or ciation is more than compensated by the energetically has no secondary interface, and therefore the equilibrium between monomer and dimer is solely determined Because "spring loading" applies to rather short and inflexible loops, the propensity for domain swapping by the hinge loop. In spite of this, mutations to alanine elsewhere in the protein were not neutral in their effect achieved in this way is high and is biased toward a specific oligomeric state. The second way to facilitate on the equilibrium between monomer and dimer. Although the effects were not as large as for mutation in domain swapping is by inserting a long and/or flexible loop into the monomeric structure. Here the propensity the hinge loop, they were significant (changes in K d of one to two orders of magnitude) [53] . Specifically, mutato domain swap is generally lower than that achieved using the first approach, and also less specific because tions to alanine in the ␤ sheet shifted the equilibrium toward the monomer, showing that those interactions the flexibility of the loop allows it to adopt many conformations with similar energy. There is a kinetic compoare more favorable in the dimer. Further, a phosphoprotein binding site of suc1 in the ␤ sheet on the opposite nent to these effects, as discussed later.
side of the molecule to the hinge loop and at a distance of more than 20 Å , has a different affinity for phospho-
Contribution of Residues Outside the Hinge to Domain Swapping Propensity
substrates in the monomer compared with the dimer [53] . The crystal structures of the monomer and domainHow do these changes in domain swapping propensity compare to those that occur upon mutation elsewhere swapped dimer are highly superimposable outside of the hinge loop region, so that there is no obvious strucin the protein? Mutagenesis studies of CD2 were focused on the secondary interface-the new intermolectural reason for these effects. The different response to mutation of the two forms of the protein appears to ular interface that is created in the domain-swapped . Interconversion has to proceed via conformation than with the extended hinge conformation in the dimer [53] . Indeed, removing the strain in the the denatured state and the kinetic barrier between monomer and dimer under native conditions is a direct hinge loop by mutating both prolines to alanine reduces the difference in energetic behavior of the two forms.
consequence of the coupling of two folding reactions in the denatured state. In a kinetic study of an engineered The biological implications of these observations are discussed later. In conclusion, however, the presence domain-swapped dimer of the N-terminal domain of CD2, in which an antiparallel ␤ sheet is formed intermoof an unfavorable loop conformation in a protein does not only promote domain swapping, but also subtly aflecularly, the authors reach a similar conclusion that association occurs in the denatured state and folding fects the energetics of the entire structure, probably by altering its dynamic behavior.
of the intertwined dimer is a subsequent step [52] . To conclude, the mechanism of converting a monomeric protein into a domain-swapped oligomer is highly An Unfolding Mechanism for Domain Swapping dependent on the folding mechanism of the particular Domain swapping is essentially a protein-folding pheprotein. The more independent the structure of the nomenon, as it gives a single polypeptide sequence swapping elements and the more framework-like the access to two or more well-defined native states. Two folding mechanism, the later during folding they can questions immediately arise. First, what are the folding associate. In many cases, however, the swapped elepathways to monomer and domain-swapped oligomer ments are highly intertwined and not independently staand how are they connected to each other? Second, ble, and the folding is a very concerted process; consecan one control which state is produced upon refolding quently, association will occur before too much of the of a domain-swapping protein? structure is present.
Generally, interconversion between monomer and dimer is very slow (from days to months) [5, 11], and thus
Domain Swapping, Refolding, and Aggregation both states are separated by a large kinetic barrier. For A protein engineering analysis of the folding pathways interconversion to occur, many native interactions, often of both the monomer and the dimer forms of suc1 rein the hydrophobic core, must be disrupted, to be revealed that the two folding processes are controlled by placed by identical interactions with another protein the same key interactions (or folding nucleus) [55, 56] . chain. Eisenberg and coworkers proposed that the tranAs a consequence, there is ambiguity in the refolding sition state for interconversion is an "open" form of the of suc1: either the interactions between the ␤ strands structure, disrupting many native interactions while are made intramolecularly and the monomer is formed, maintaining the overall native fold of the exchanging or two chains associate with the interactions between domains, which is both enthalpically and entropically the ␤ strands occurring intermolecularly and the dounfavorable [11] . Such a scenario is most likely for cases main-swapped dimer is formed. The competition bethat involve the swapping of true domains that can fold tween the collapse of a chain on itself to form a monomer independently of each other and then associate. Howand the probability of interacting with another chain ever, several domain-swapped structures may require before the key interactions are formed explains the efa more intricate interplay between folding and associafect of loop length on domain swapping. Loop lengthention. In the case of barnase [10] , for example, the parts ing slows down the rate of folding of the monomer beof the structure that swap can only fold partially in an cause of the higher entropic cost of fixing a longer loop independent manner. The authors of the domainrather than a shorter one [58, 59] , and this indirectly swapped barnase structure therefore proposed that asfavors folding to the dimer because it increases the sociation must occur at the latest at an intermediate rise to the final assembly of cross-␤ structure that char-
